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A system whose information is partially known and partially unknown is named as a
grey system and it is general situation in reality. On the basis of grey number/matrix and
their covered operation, some deﬁnitions of grey functions are enumerated. Combining
grey system theory with traditional dynamic input–output analysis, we propose the grey
dynamic input–output analysis. It has two types, i.e., the continuous and the disperse.
The most important results are the computational formulas of the matrix-covered set of
inverse grey investment coeﬃcient matrix. By using them, we can forecast and control the
economic system under the uncertain situation. For the calculation of the matrix-covered
set of inverse grey matrices, we obtain the desired formulas, which can be applied to
general grey matrices. The formulas can greatly promote the development of grey theory
and enrich the applied ﬁelds of uncertain mathematics. The modiﬁed case illustrates our
method.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Grey system theory is an important methodology useful for the study of unascertained situations (see [6,17,23,30], etc.).
This theory aims at handling systems with poor and/or missing information (see [6–8,17,23], etc.). It has been widely em-
ployed in many ﬁelds of scientiﬁc study since it was initially proposed in 1982, producing a huge amount of theoretical
and applied consequences (see [4,9,14,17–29,35,40–45,47], etc.). The grey mathematics is a new type of uncertain math-
ematics, which is based on the grey theory, and its unit is grey number. This type of uncertain number comes from the
missing information, and it is a real number but we do not know its value (see [17,18,23], etc.). In grey theory, the real
number whose value is unknown is called grey number. By using the correct investigation method, we can get a set of real
numbers, which is called the number-covered set, to cover the unknown value. Because the unknown value is only one and
must exists, we call it the only potential true number of the grey number. The number-covered set may be continuous or
disperse. If it is continuous, then it is an interval. As a number-covered set of the grey number, the interval is evolutive.
When all information appears, the interval must be degenerated into a certain number, and the grey number becomes a
real number (see [17,23], etc.). Many papers have discussed the properties and computational forms of the intervals (see [1,
2,11,32,34,36,37,39,49], etc.). However, the continuous number-covered set is very different from the classic interval except
their computational forms. For the detailed discussion of the grey number and the difference between the number-covered
set and the interval, our readers can see the papers such as [17,19,23], and so on.
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ods. It can be divided into two types, i.e., the continuous and the disperse. Since Wassily Leontief proposed the differential
model (Structure of the American Economy, 1919–1929 in 1941) and the difference one (Input–Output Economics, Oxford Univer-
sity Press, New York, 1966), many theoretical and applied results have been obtained (see [3,5,13,15,31,33,48], etc.). However,
most of them are deterministic. It requires that the statistic datum are precise. Because the economic system in reality is
large and complex, we could not get the exact values of the statistic datum, so many scholars researched it under uncer-
tainty. Now, a lot of results have been achieved regarding to the uncertainly dynamical systems, in both time-continuous
and time-discrete versions (see [10,12,16,38,43,46], etc.). In these papers, the authors considered the dynamical systems
with bounded and usually viewed the controlling parameters as functions corresponding to the time t . This assumption
means that there should exist direct relationships among the parameters and the sectors of the economic system may be
linked by each other through the time. However, the relationship among sectors may exist through some factors such as
the technological condition, the management level, the availability of raw materials, the national policies, and so on. All of
these factors should make the inputs and/or outputs change not only about the time. So, the uncertainty may becomes more
complex, and we generally view that the economic system shows more grey than fuzzy and stochastic when collecting the
statistic datum (see [17,23], etc.). The complexity of the economic system usually induces that we can not obtain the enough
information to make the datum exact. So the input (output) between each pair of sectors is a grey number for the missing
information (see [23], etc.). Under the correct investigation methods, we only obtained their number-covered sets, which
correspondingly contain their true values. Without loss of generality, the number-covered sets can be denoted by intervals.
And the intervals, which are number-covered sets, can comprehensively reﬂect the complex relationships among sectors of
the economic system. By using these grey numbers, we propose the grey dynamic input–output analysis in this paper. The
most important result is the computational formulas of the number-covered set of the inverse of general grey matrix. The
proposed formulas may greatly promote the development of applied mathematics and also beneﬁt for other ﬁelds, such as
the optimization problem, game theory, and so on. The grey dynamic input–output analysis may give an positive help for
both the practitioners and theorists from economics, management science and other ﬁelds.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we enumerate some results of matrix theory and ordinary
differential equations, and deﬁne the grey polynomial functions. In Section 3, we establish grey dynamic input–output
analysis and get the main results. Then the effectiveness of our method is validated in Section 4. At last, a conclusion is
given.
2. Preliminaries
There are three parts in this section. We introduce some results of matrix theory and inhomogeneous linear equations in
Part I , and brieﬂy look at the relevant basics of dynamic input–output analysis in Part II, and give some deﬁnitions of grey
functions in Part III.
(I) Some results of matrix theory and inhomogeneous linear equations.
The following results can be seen in many mathematic textbooks and we list them below without any proofs.
Theorem 2.1. If ‖A‖p < 1 (1 p +∞) holds, where A is a square matrix and ‖.‖p the p-norm of the matrix/vector, then I ± A are
nonsingular and their inverses are given as follows:
(I − A)−1 = I + A + A2 + · · · + Ak + · · ·
and
(I + A)−1 = I − A + A2 + · · · + (−1)k Ak + · · · ,
where I is the identity matrix.
Theorem 2.2. If Q is nonsingular and ‖ BQ −1 ‖p< 1 holds, where Q and B are square matrices and their dimensions are the same,
then Q ± B are nonsingular and their inverses are given below:
(Q + B)−1 = Q −1 − Q −1(I + BQ −1)−1BQ −1
and
(Q − B)−1 = Q −1 + Q −1(I − BQ −1)−1BQ −1.
Furthermore, (Q ± B)−1 satisﬁes∥∥(Q ± B)−1∥∥p  β1− α , (2.1)
where ‖Q −1‖p = β and ‖BQ −1‖p = α.
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The function exp A is often denoted as
exp A =
∞∑
m=0
Am
m! = I + A +
A2
2
+ · · · + A
m
m! + · · · . (2.2)
Theorem 2.3. The inhomogeneous linear equations{
X˙(t) = AX(t) + f (t),
X(t0) = ν
has unique solution which is
X(t) = exp[(t − t0)A]ν +
t∫
t0
exp
[
(t − s)A] f (s)ds.
(II) Introduction of dynamic input–output analysis.
Suppose that there are n sectors in an economic system and the unit of the following statistic datum is money, i.e., the
value-type.
xij(t): The value of Intermediate Input that sector j throws into sector i or Intermediate Output that sector i supplies
sector j in the period t;
Y˜ i(t): The value of Final Net Output of sector i in the period t , which is the part that the Final Output subtracts the value
of the productive investment in the period t;
kij(t): The value that the sector i invests into the sector j in the period t;
X j(t): The value of Total Output of sector j in the period t .
The following coeﬃcients are important for dynamic input–output analysis.
(1) aij = xij(t)/X j(t) is the direct consumption coeﬃcient between the sectors i and j;
(2) qij = kij(t)/[X j(t + 1) − X j(t)] is the investment coeﬃcient between the sectors i and j.
Notice that we have supposed that the coeﬃcients aij and qij are constant. Otherwise, they should be denoted as aij(t)
and qij(t), respectively.
For the value-type input–output analysis, the coeﬃcients aij and qij satisfy
0 aij < 1 and
n∑
i=1
aij < 1, qij  0 (i, j = 1,2, . . . ,n).
Denoting that X(t) = (X1(t), X2(t), . . . , Xn(t))T and Y˜ (t) = (Y˜1(t), Y˜2(t), . . . , Y˜n(t))T are the column vectors of Total Out-
put and Final Net Output in the period t , respectively, we have two types of dynamic input–output models in the following,
(1) the continuous model of dynamic input–output
X(t) − AX(t) − Q X˙(t) = Y˜ (t); (2.3)
(2) the disperse model of dynamic input–output
X(t) − AX(t) − Q [X(t + 1) − X(t)]= Y˜ (t), (2.4)
where X˙(t) is the differential of X(t) about t , and A = (aij)n×n and Q = (qij)n×n are the direct consumption coeﬃcient
matrix and the investment coeﬃcient one, respectively.
Eq. (2.3) means that Final Net Output Y˜ (t) comes from Total Output X(t) subtracting both Intermediate Consump-
tion AX(t) and Investment Output Q X(t) in the period t , and Eq. (2.4) describes the relationship among Growing Output
X(t + 1) − X(t), Total Output X(t) and Final Net Output Y˜ (t). The time-discrete system is the choice of the discretization
method of the continuous one.
Suppose that the matrix Q is nonsingular, then from Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), we have
X˙(t) = Q −1(I − A)X(t) − Q −1Y˜ (t)
and
X(t + 1) = Q −1(I − A + Q )X(t) − Q −1Y˜ (t).
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be controlled.
On the other hand, the polynomial function has an important role in approximate computation, and we often adopt it to
modify the statistic datum. Then there must exists an integer m and Final Net Output Y˜ (t) can be approximately denoted
as
Y˜ (t) = Am(t − t0)m + Am−1(t − t0)m−1 + · · · + A1(t − t0) + A0, (2.5)
where Ai = (a1i ,a2i , . . . ,ani )T (i = 0,1, . . . ,m) is the vector of polynomial coeﬃcients.
(III) Deﬁnition of grey polynomial function.
Grey function is a very important part in grey mathematics (see [8,17,23], etc.). Referring to the deﬁnition of grey
function, we get the deﬁnition of grey polynomial function when its parameters are grey. That is to say, for the polynomial
function f (t) = amtm + am−1tm−1 + · · · + a1t + a0, where t is a variable, if there exits at least a grey number among the
polynomial coeﬃcients, i.e.,
f (⊗)(t) = am(⊗)tm + am−1(⊗)tm−1 + · · · + a1(⊗)t + a0(⊗), (2.6)
then f (⊗)(t) is a grey polynomial function.
On the other hand, denoting the number-covered sets of f (⊗)(t) and ai(⊗) as [ f (t)] and [ai] (i = 0,1, . . . ,m), respec-
tively, we call the following equation[
f (t)
]= [am]tm + [am−1]tm−1 + · · · + [a1]t + [a0]
as the function-covered set of Eq. (2.6).
Please notice that the function-covered set [ f (t)] and the number-covered set [ai] (i = 0,1, . . . ,m) may be disperse,
continuous or mixed (see [17,23], etc.). But in this paper, we usually view these sets as the continuous type, i.e., they are
denoted as intervals.
Similarly, we get the only potential true function
f ◦(t) = a◦mtm + a◦m−1tm−1 + · · · + a◦1t + a◦0
and the whitened function
f (⊗˜)(t) = am(⊗˜)tm + am−1(⊗˜)tm−1 + · · · + a1(⊗˜)t + a0(⊗˜)
of Eq. (2.6), where a◦i and ai(⊗˜) (i = 0,1, . . . ,m) are the only potential true number and the whitened number of ai(⊗),
respectively.
Apparently, f ◦(t), f (⊗˜)(t) ∈ [ f (t)] hold for a◦i ,ai(⊗˜) ∈ [ai] (i = 0,1,2, . . . ,m).
In the matrix theory, we often utilize the vector function. Consequently, we give the following grey polynomial vector
function
F (⊗)(t) = Am(⊗)tm + Am−1(⊗)tm−1 + · · · + A1(⊗)t + A0(⊗), (2.7)
where F (⊗)(t) = ( f 1(⊗)(t), f 2(⊗)(t), . . . , f n(⊗)(t))T and Ai(⊗) = (a1i (⊗),a2i (⊗), . . . ,ani (⊗))T (i = 0,1, . . . ,m) are grey vec-
tors (see [17,23], etc.).
Supposing that [ f j(t)], f˜ j(t) and f j◦(t) are the function-covered set, the whitened function and the only potential true
function of f j(⊗)(t), respectively, as well as [a ji ], a˜ ji and a j◦i are the number-covered set, the whitened number and the
only potential true number of a ji (⊗) (i = 0,1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . ,n), respectively, then we have the vector-function-covered
set of Eq. (2.7) as follows:[
F (t)
]= [Am]tm + [Am−1]tm−1 + · · · + [A1]t + [A0],
where [F (t)] = ([ f 1(t)], [ f 2(t)], . . . , [ f n(t)])T , and [Ai] = ([a1i ], [a2i ], . . . , [ani ])T is the vector-covered set of Ai(⊗) (i =
0,1, . . . ,m).
Furthermore, we get the only potential true vector function of Eq. (2.7)
F ◦(t) = A◦mtm + A◦m−1tm−1 + · · · + A◦1t + A◦0,
where F ◦(t) = ( f 1◦(t), f 2◦(t), . . . , f n◦(t))T , and A◦i = (a1◦i ,a2◦i , . . . ,an◦i )T is the only potential true vectors of Ai(⊗) (i =
0,1, . . . ,m).
And the whitened vector function of Eq. (2.7) is as follows,
F˜ (t) = A˜mtm + A˜m−1tm−1 + · · · + A˜1t + A˜0,
where F˜ (t) = ( f˜ 1(t), f˜ 2(t), . . . , f˜ n(t))T , and A˜i = (a˜1i , a˜2i , . . . , a˜ni )T is the whitened vectors of Ai(⊗) (i = 0,1, . . . ,m).
Apparently, F ◦(t), F˜ (t) ∈ [F (t)] hold for A◦i , A˜i ∈ [Ai] (i = 0,1, . . . ,m). On the other hand, the vector-function-covered set
[F (t)] and the vector-covered set [Ai] are continuous because of [a j] (i = 0,1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . ,n) is continuous.i
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The dynamic input–output analysis mainly aims at the transformation of economic system in different periods. Because
the economic system is usually complex, the obtained information is missing or poor. So it becomes more diﬃculty to
collect the exact datum in reality. For example, we can not get the true value of the intermediate input (or output) xij
because of the missing information. By using the correct investigation methods, we can get a number-covered set to include
the true value x◦i j(t) (i, j = 1,2, . . . ,n). These statistic datum whose values are unknown are grey numbers (see [23], etc.).
In order to deal with the situation, we propose the grey dynamic input–output analysis.
Suppose that we get the following grey statistic datum because of the missing information:
xij(⊗)(t): The grey value of Intermediate Input that sector j throws into sector i or Intermediate Output that sector i
supplies sector j in the period t;
Y˜ i(⊗)(t): The grey value of Final Net Output of sector i in the period t , which is the part that the Final Output subtracts
the value of the productive investment;
kij(⊗)(t): The grey value that the sector i invests into the sector j in the period t;
X j(⊗)(t): The grey value of Total Output of sector j in the period t .
Then grey direct consumption coeﬃcient aij(⊗) and grey investment coeﬃcient qij(⊗) between sectors i and j can be
obtained from following equations:
aij(⊗) = xij(⊗)(t)
X j(⊗)(t) and qij(⊗) =
kij(⊗)(t)
X j(⊗)(t + 1) − X j(⊗)(t) .
With correct investigation methods, we can get the number-covered sets of these grey numbers and denoted these sets
as [xij(t)], [Y˜ i(t)], [kij(t)], [X j(t)], [aij] and [qij], respectively, where
[aij] = [xij(t)][X j(t)] and [qij] =
[kij(t)]
[X j(t + 1)] − [X j(t)] (i, j = 1,2, . . . ,n).
Please note the following issues:
(1) The number-covered sets may be continuous, disperse and mixed. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that they
are all continuous, i.e., the expression forms of these number-covered sets are intervals;
(2) Although the calculational rules among the number-covered sets are similar with the interval, they are really different.
The difference between the continuous number-covered set and the interval can be seen in some papers such as [17,23],
etc.;
(3) 0∈¯[X j(t + 1)] − [X j(t)] should hold true for all i, j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n}.
The way to get [X j(t)], [aij] and [qij] is called covered operation which can be seen in [23].
Suppose that
X(⊗)(t) = (X1(⊗)(t), X2(⊗)(t), . . . , Xn(⊗)(t))T and Y˜ (⊗)(t) = (Y˜1(⊗)(t), Y˜2(⊗)(t), . . . , Y˜n(⊗)(t))T
are grey vectors of Total Output and Final Net Output in period t , respectively.
From Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), we get two grey models below:
(1) the continuous model of grey dynamic input–output
X(⊗)(t) − A(⊗)X(⊗)(t) − Q (⊗) X˙(⊗)(t) = Y˜ (⊗)(t),
(2) the disperse model of grey dynamic input–output
X(⊗)(t) − A(⊗)X(⊗)(t) − Q (⊗)[X(⊗)(t + 1) − X(⊗)(t)]= Y˜ (⊗)(t),
where X˙(⊗)(t) is the differential of X(⊗)(t) about t , and A(⊗) = (aij(⊗))n×n and Q (⊗) = (qij(⊗))n×n are grey direct
consumption coeﬃcient matrix and grey investment coeﬃcient one, respectively.
Denoting the vector-function-covered sets [X(t)] and [Y˜ (t)] of X(⊗)(t) and Y˜ (⊗)(t) as[
X(t)
]= ([X1(t)], [X2(t)], . . . , [Xn(t)])T and [Y˜ (t)]= ([Y˜1(t)], [Y˜2(t)], . . . , [Y˜n(t)])T ,
respectively, we have the following covered models of grey dynamic input–output analysis:[
X(t)
]− [A][X(t)]− [Q ][ X˙(t)]= [Y˜ (t)] (3.1)
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X(t)
]− [A][X(t)]− [Q ]{[X(t + 1)]− [X(t)]}= [Y˜ (t)], (3.2)
where [ X˙(t)], [A] = ([aij])n×n and [Q ] = ([qij])n×n are the vector/matrix-covered sets of X˙(⊗)(t), A(⊗) and Q (⊗), respec-
tively.
Suppose that grey matrix Q (⊗) is nonsingular and its inverse is Q (⊗)−1, i.e., the only potential true matrix Q ◦ of Q (⊗)
is nonsingular (see [17,23], etc.).
Denoting that [Q ]−1 is the matrix-covered set of Q (⊗)−1, we have the following covered models from Eqs. (3.1)
and (3.2):[
X˙(t)
]= [Q ]−1(I − [A])[X(t)]− [Q ]−1[Y˜ (t)] (3.3)
and [
X(t + 1)]= [Q ]−1(I − [A] + [Q ])[X(t)]− [Q ]−1[Y˜ (t)]. (3.4)
In order to obtain the vector-function-covered set [X(t)], we know that the key is the calculation of [Q ]−1 from Eqs. (3.3)
and (3.4).
Suppose that Q˜ ∈ [Q ] is the whitened matrix of Q (⊗), where Q˜ = (q˜i j)n×n and [Q ] = ([qij])n×n = ([q1i j,q2i j])n×n . Let
b¯i j =max{|q˜i j − q2i j|, |q˜i j − q1i j|} (i, j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n}) and get
[B] = ([q˜i j − q2i j, q˜i j − q1i j])n×n and B¯ = (b¯i j)n×n, (3.5)
then [Q ] = Q˜ − [B] and Q ◦ ∈ Q˜ − [B] hold true.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that [B] and B¯ are the same as deﬁned above, and the whitened matrix Q˜ is nonsingular. If the following
equation
‖B¯‖p ×
∥∥Q˜ −1∥∥p < 1 (3.6)
holds, where p = col or row, and ‖.‖col and ‖.‖row are the column-sum norm and row-sum one of the matrix/vector, respectively, then
Q˜ − B˜ is nonsingular for all B˜ = (b˜i j)n×n ∈ [B] and its inverse is below:
(Q˜ − B˜)−1 = Q˜ −1[I + B˜ Q˜ −1 + (B˜ Q˜ −1)2 + · · ·].
Proof. It suﬃces for us to show that the result holds true for the column-sum norm.
Because |b˜i j| b¯i j holds for all i, j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n}, we have ‖B˜‖col  ‖B¯‖col , then∥∥B˜ Q˜ −1∥∥col  ‖B˜‖col × ∥∥Q˜ −1∥∥col  ‖B¯‖col × ∥∥Q˜ −1∥∥col < 1.
From Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we have
(Q˜ − B˜)−1 = Q˜ −1 + Q˜ −1(I − B˜ Q˜ −1)−1 B˜ Q˜ −1
= Q˜ −1 + Q˜ −1[I + B˜ Q˜ −1 + (B˜ Q˜ −1)2 + · · ·]B˜ Q˜ −1
= Q˜ −1[I + B˜ Q˜ −1 + (B˜ Q˜ −1)2 + · · ·]. 
Theorem 3.2. If condition (3.6) holds true, then the matrix-covered set [Q ]−1 of Q (⊗)−1 is given as follows:
[Q ]−11  [Q ]−1 = Q˜ −1
{
I + [B]Q˜ −1 + ([B]Q˜ −1)2 + · · ·}. (3.7)
Proof. Suppose that Q ◦ = (q◦i j)n×n is the only potential true matrix of Q (⊗).
Denoting B◦ = (b◦i j)n×n , where b◦i j = q˜i j − q◦i j (i, j = 1,2, . . . ,n), we get B◦ = Q˜ − Q ◦ ∈ [B].
From Theorem 3.1, we have(
Q ◦
)−1 = (Q˜ − B◦)−1 = Q˜ −1[I + B◦ Q˜ −1 + (B◦ Q˜ −1)2 + · · ·] ∈ Q˜ −1{I + [B]Q˜ −1 + ([B]Q˜ −1)2 + · · ·}.
Then from Theorem 3.7 in [23], we can produce Eq. (3.7). 
Remark 3.1. Condition (3.6) is important because we suppose that the only potential true matrix Q ◦ is nonsingular. Other-
wise, there might be some whitened matrices in [Q ] that are singular and in this case we would not be able to obtain the
matrix-covered set [Q ]−1.
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of Q (⊗). If condition (3.6) holds true, then for all ε > 0, there must be an integer K0 and the matrix-covered set [Q ]−1 of Q (⊗)−1 is
given as follows:
[Q ]−12  [Q ]−1 = Q˜ −1
{
I + [B]Q˜ −1 + ([B]Q˜ −1)2 + · · · + ([B]Q˜ −1)K0}+ ([−ε, ε])n×n. (3.8)
Furthermore, if [B]Q˜ −1  O and Q˜ −1  O hold true, then we have
[Q ]−122  [Q ]−1 = Q˜ −1
{
I + [B]Q˜ −1 + ([B]Q˜ −1)2 + · · · + ([B]Q˜ −1)K0}+ ([0, ε])n×n. (3.9)
Proof. We will only provide the argument for the column-sum norm. As for the case of row-sum, the argument is similar
and is left to the readers.
Let α = ‖B¯‖col × ‖Q˜ −1‖col , where 0  α < 1, β = ‖Q˜ −1‖col , Q˜ −1 = (q′i j)n×n and (B◦ Q˜ −1)k = (xki j)n×n (k = 1,2,3, . . .).
Then, we have
Q˜ −1
[(
B◦ Q˜ −1
)k + (B◦ Q˜ −1)k+1 + · · ·]= Q˜ −1(B◦ Q˜ −1)k + Q˜ −1(B◦ Q˜ −1)k+1 + · · ·
=
(
n∑
l=1
q′ilx
k
lj +
n∑
l=1
q′ilx
k+1
l j + · · ·
)
n×n
.
From this equation and condition (3.6), we have
0
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
l=1
q′ilx
k
lj +
n∑
l=1
q′ilx
k+1
l j + · · ·
∣∣∣∣∣

n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
l=1
q′ilx
k
lj
∣∣∣∣∣+
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
l=1
q′ilx
k+1
l j
∣∣∣∣∣+ · · ·

∥∥Q˜ −1(B◦ Q˜ −1)k∥∥col + ∥∥Q˜ −1(B◦ Q˜ −1)k+1∥∥col + · · ·

∥∥Q˜ −1∥∥col{[‖B¯‖col × ∥∥Q˜ −1∥∥col]k + [‖B¯‖col × ∥∥Q˜ −1∥∥col]k+1 + · · ·}
= β α
k
1− α .
Then, for all ε  0, the following equation
k >
lnε + ln(1− α) − lnβ
lnα
⇔ β α
k
1− α < ε ⇒ −ε <
n∑
l=1
q′ilx
k
lj +
n∑
l=1
q′ilx
k+1
l j + · · · < ε
holds true for all i, j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n}.
If the integer K0 satisﬁes
K0 = int
(
lnε + ln(1− α) − lnβ
lnα
)
+ 1, (3.10)
where the value of int(x) is the largest integer, which is not larger than x, then we have
Q˜ −1
[(
B◦ Q˜ −1
)K0 + (B◦ Q˜ −1)K0+1 + · · ·] ∈ ([−ε, ε])n×n,
and obtain Eq. (3.8) from Eq. (3.7).
If [B]Q˜ −1  O and Q˜ −1  O hold, then we have
Q˜ −1
[(
B◦ Q˜ −1
)K0 + (B◦ Q˜ −1)K0+1 + · · ·] ∈ ([0, ε])n×n,
and Eq. (3.9) is also true from Eq. (3.7). 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that condition (3.6) holds true, and that [B]Q˜ −1 = ([b˜q1i j, b˜q
2
i j])n×n,
B1 =
(
b˜q
1
i j
)
n×n, B2 =
(
b˜q
2
i j
)
n×n, (I − B1)−1 =
(
b˜b
1
i j
)
n×n, (I − B2)−1 =
(
b˜b
2
i j
)
n×n. (3.11)
If B1  O , then the matrix-covered set [Q ]−1 of Q (⊗)−1 is given as follows:
[Q ]−111  [Q ]−1 = Q˜ −1[Binv], (3.12)
where [Binv] = ([b˜b1i j, b˜b
2
i j])n×n.
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[Binv] =
(
I − [B]Q˜ −1)−1 = I + [B]Q˜ −1 + ([B]Q˜ −1)2 + · · · + ([B]Q˜ −1)k + · · · = ([b˜b1i j, b˜b2i j])n×n.
If condition (3.6) and B1  O hold, then we deduce Eq. (3.12) from Theorem 3.2. 
Remark 3.2. Apparently, both [Q ]−11 and [Q ]−12 are matrix-covered sets of Q (⊗)−1, where the former is more superior
than the later. One the other hand, if [B]Q˜ −1  O holds, then both [Q ]−111 and [Q ]−122 (or [Q ]−12 if Q˜ −1  O fails) are also
matrix-covered sets of Q (⊗)−1 with [Q ]−111 being more superior than [Q ]−122 .
Notice that condition (3.6) is also important for our theorems. We can get it while the chaos of Q (⊗) becomes smaller.
Then we should get the statistic datum as accurate as possible. One the other hand, Q˜ − [B] → Q ◦ holds true as B¯ → O .
After calculating the matrix-covered set [Q ]−1, we can obtain the vector-function-covered set [X(t)] of grey Total Output
X(⊗)(t) from Eq. (3.3) or (3.4).
(1) The vector-function-covered set [X(t + 1)] of grey Total Output X(⊗)(t + 1) from disperse model.
We can directly get the vector-covered set [X(t + 1)] by using Eq. (3.4).
(2) The vector-function-covered set [X(t)] of grey Total Output X(⊗)(t) from continuous model.
Suppose that [X(t0)] = [ν] is the vector-covered set of grey Total Output X(⊗)(t0) at the initial period t0.
For the sake of simplicity, we denote
[C] = −[Q ]−1 and [D] = [Q ]−1(I − [A]).
From Eq. (3.3), we have the following covered form of grey linear ordinary differential equations,{[
X˙(t)
]= [D][X(t)]+ [C][Y˜ (t)],{
X(t0)
]= [ν]. (3.13)
By using Eq. (2.5), we denote [Y˜ (t)] as
[
Y˜ (t)
]= [Am](t − t0)m + [Am−1](t − t0)m−1 + · · · + [A1](t − t0) + [A0] = m∑
i=0
[Ai](t − t0)i,
where [Ai] = ([a1i ], [a2i ], . . . , [ani ])T (i = 0,1, . . . ,m), and the only potential true vector Y˜ ◦(t) of Y˜ (⊗)(t) is also denoted as
Y˜ ◦(t) = A◦m(t − t0)m + A◦m−1(t − t0)m−1 + · · · + A◦1(t − t0) + A◦0.
Apparently, Y˜ ◦(t) ∈ [Y˜ (t)] holds true for A◦i ∈ [Ai] (i = 0,1, . . . ,m).
Also for the sake of simplicity later, we simply denote the following coeﬃcients
ak = (t − t0)
k
k! , C
j
k =
k!
j!(k − j)! , ck,i = (t − t0)
k+i+1
k∑
j=0
(−1) jC jk
i + j + 1 ,
bi = (t − t0)
i+1
i + 1 and [Mk] = ak[v] + [C]
m∑
i=0
ck,i
k! [Ai] (i = 1,2, . . . ,m; k = 1,2, . . .).
Lemma 3.1.
∫ t
t0
[Y˜ (s)](t − s)k ds =∑mi=0 ck,i[Ai].
Proof. By using the combinatorial formula (x+ y)k =∑kj=0 C jkxk− j y j , we have
t∫
t0
[
Y˜ (s)
]
(t − s)k ds =
t∫
t0
m∑
i=0
[Ai](s − t0)i(t − s)k ds =
m∑
i=0
{
[Ai]
t−t0∫
0
si(t − t0 − s)k ds
}
=
m∑
i=0
k∑
j=0
{
(−1) j[Ai]C jk(t − t0)k− j
1
i + j + 1 (t − t0)
i+ j+1
}
=
m∑
i=0
[Ai]
{
(t − t0)k+i+1
k∑
j=0
(−1) jC jk
i + j + 1
}
=
m∑
i=0
ck,i[Ai]. 
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[
X(t)
]
1 
[
X(t)
]= [ν] + [C] m∑
i=0
bi[Ai] +
+∞∑
k=1
[Mk][D]k.
Proof. From Eq. (2.2) and Theorem 2.3, we have
[
X(t)
]= exp{(t − t0)[D]}[ν] +
t∫
t0
exp
{
(t − s)[D]}[C][Y˜ (s)]ds
= [ν] +
+∞∑
k=1
ak[D]k[ν] + [C]
t∫
t0
[
Y˜ (s)
]
ds +
+∞∑
k=1
[D]k[C]
k!
t∫
t0
[
Y˜ (s)
]
(t − s)k ds
= [ν] +
+∞∑
k=1
ak[D]k[ν] + [C]
m∑
i=0
[Ai] (t − t0)
i+1
i + 1 +
+∞∑
k=1
{
[D]k[C]
m∑
i=0
ck,i
k! [Ai]
}
= [ν] + [C]
m∑
i=0
bi[Ai] +
+∞∑
k=1
[Mk][D]k 
Theorem 3.6. For all ε > 0, there exists an integer K0 and the vector-function-covered set [X(t)] of Eq. (3.13) is given as follows:
[
X(t)
]
2 
[
X(t)
]= [ν] + [C] m∑
i=0
bi[Ai] +
K0∑
k=1
[Mk][D]k +
([−ε, ε], [−ε, ε], . . . , [−ε, ε])T . (3.14)
Proof. Supposing that t−t0  η and ‖D˜‖row μ hold true for all D˜ ∈ [D] (see Eq. (2.1)), then there exists a real number N0,
and ημN0 < 1 holds. On the other hand, for the given N0, there also be an positive integer k0, and k!  (N0)k holds for all
k k0.
Suppose that the real numbers δ, ξ and γ are positive, and that the following equations
‖C‖row  δ, ‖ν‖row  ξ and
∥∥Y˜ (t)∥∥row  γ
hold for all C ∈ [C], ν ∈ [ν] and Y˜ (t) ∈ [Y˜ (t)], respectively.
Also suppose that D◦ = (Q ◦)−1(I − A◦) and (D◦)kν◦k! (t − t0)k = (yk◦1 , yk◦2 , . . . , yk◦n )T , where ν◦ ∈ [ν] is the only potential
true vector. Then, for all i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n} and θ ∈ (0,1), we have
∣∣yk◦i + y(k+1)◦i + · · ·∣∣
∥∥∥∥ (D◦)kν◦k! (t − t0)k
∥∥∥∥
row
+
∥∥∥∥ D(m+1)◦ν◦(k + 1)! (t − t0)k+1
∥∥∥∥
row
+ · · ·
<
(
ημ
N0
)k
ξ +
(
ημ
N0
)k+1
ξ + · · ·
= (
ημ
N0
)kξ
(1− ημN0 )
< θε.
From this equation, we have
K >
ln(θε) + ln(1− ημN0 ) − ln ξ
lnη + lnμ − lnN0 ⇒ −θε < y
K◦
i + y(K+1)◦i + · · · < θε.
Denote
C◦ = −(Q ◦)−1 and (D
◦)kC◦
k!
t∫
t0
Y˜ ◦(s)(t − s)k ds = (hk◦1 ,hk◦2 , . . . ,hk◦n )T ,
where Y˜ ◦(s) ∈ [Y˜ (s)] and s ∈ [t0, t].
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∣∣hk◦i + h(k+1)◦i + · · ·∣∣
∥∥∥∥ (D◦)kC◦k!
t∫
t0
Y˜ ◦(s)(t − s)k ds
∥∥∥∥
row
+ · · ·

∥∥∥∥ (D◦)kC◦k!
∥∥∥∥
row
t∫
t0
γ ηk ds +
∥∥∥∥ (D◦)k+1C◦(k + 1)!
∥∥∥∥
row
t∫
t0
γ ηk+1 ds + · · ·

μkδγ ηk+1
(N0)k
1− ημN0
< (1− θ)ε.
From this equation, we have
K >
ln(1− θ) + lnε + ln(1− ημN0 ) − ln(δγ η)
lnη + lnμ − lnN0 ⇒ −(1− θ)ε < h
K◦
i + h(K+1)◦i + · · · < (1− θ)ε.
Suppose that
K1 = int
{ ln(θε) + ln(1− ημN0 ) − ln ξ
lnη + lnμ − lnN0
}
+ 1,
K2 = int
{ ln(1− θ) + lnε + ln(1− ημN0 ) − ln(δγ η)
lnη + lnμ − lnN0
}
+ 1
and
K0 = max{k0, K1, K2}.
Then, we have
+∞∑
k=K0+1
M◦k
(
D◦
)k = (D◦)K0+1ν◦
(K0 + 1)! (t − t0)
K0+1 + · · · + (D
◦)K0+1C◦
(K0 + 1)!
t∫
t0
Y ◦(s)(t − s)K0+1 ds + · · ·
∈ ([−ε, ε], [−ε, ε], . . . , [−ε, ε])T .
From Theorem 3.1 in [23] and Theorem 3.5, we can produce Eq. (3.14). 
Remark 3.3. From Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4), we know that the matrix-covered set [Q ]−1 should be obtained. So condition (3.6) is
very important from Theorems 3.2–3.4. Furthermore, because b1cN0 < 1 holds true, we have (
ημ
N0
)kξ → 0 and ( ημN0 )kδγμ → 0
when k → +∞. Apparently, both [X(t)]1 and [X(t)]2 are the vector-function-covered sets of X(⊗)(t) with [X(t)]2 being
more inferior than [X(t)]1.
After obtaining [Q ]−1, we can understand and control the economic system by using our method even if uncertainties
appear and exist.
The following algorithm is designed for the calculation of vector-function-covered set [X(t)] of grey dynamic input–
output analysis.
Algorithm:
Step 1: Obtain the number-covered sets [xij], [Y˜ i(t)], [kij(t)] and [X j(t)] (i, j = 1,2, . . . ,n), and determine a level of accu-
racy ε > 0;
Step 2: Calculate [aij] = [a1i j,a2i j] and [qij] = [q1i j,q2i j] (i, j = 1,2, . . . ,n), and get the matrix-covered sets [A] = ([aij])n×n
and [Q ] = ([qij])n×n;
Step 3: For a given whitened matrix Q˜ = (q˜i j)n×n ∈ [Q ], get [B] and B¯ on the basis of Eq. (3.5);
Step 4: Obtain β = ‖Q˜ −1‖p and α = ‖B¯‖p × ‖Q˜ −1‖p , where p = col or row . If α  1, then return Step 1 and regain all
number-covered sets and make sure that their chaos are small;
Step 5: Calculate [B]Q˜ −1. If [B]Q˜ −1  O holds, then get [Q ]−1 by using Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12); Otherwise, calculate K0
by using Eq. (3.10) and get [Q ]−1 from Theorem 3.3;
Step 6: For the disperse type of grey dynamic input–output analysis, get [X(t + 1)] by using Eq. (3.4);
Step 6′: For the continuous type of grey dynamic input–output analysis, calculate [X(t)] from Theorem 3.6.
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In this section, we will look at a case study in details by using the disperse model of grey dynamic input–output analysis.
During the production process of a national economy, a part of Total Output was accumulated and invested into the next
working procedure, and another, i.e., Final Net Output, was consumed. If Final Net Output is known, then we can forecast
Total Output in next period for the given technologic condition.
Because the national economy is complex and the obtained information is missing or poor, we could not get the exact
datum, i.e., their values are unknown. So, they are grey numbers. However, by using the correct investigation methods, we
can get an interval whose chaos can be as small as possible to cover the true value of each grey data. These intervals are
the number-covered sets. Then, how to control Total Output in the future by using these number-covered sets?
For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that the economic system consists of six sectors (see [23], etc.), which are the
agriculture (sector 1), the industry (sector 2), the construction (sector 3), the transportation-post (sector 4), the business
and catering trade (sector 5), and the other service departments (sector 6).
For the information missing, we get the vector-covered sets of grey Total Output and grey Final Net Output in the current
period below (the unit of products is million RMB),
X(1) = ([9052.28,9077.35], [37049,37090], [5195.6,5203.4], [2637,2652.5], [6336,6349], [7909,7927])T ,
Y˜ (1) = ([4950,4958], [9800,9834], [4990,5000], [700,703], [2200,2250], [4500,4513])T .
Let A(⊗) and Q (⊗) be the grey direct consumption coeﬃcient matrix and grey investment coeﬃcient matrix, re-
spectively. Suppose that the matrix-covered set [A] = ([a1i j,a2i j])n×n of A(⊗) is known (see Table 1) and the equation
A(⊗) = Q (⊗) holds, i.e., Q ◦ = A◦ , where Q ◦ and A◦ are the only potential true matrices of A(⊗) and Q (⊗), respectively.
Then [A] can be viewed as the matrix-covered set [Q ] of Q (⊗), i.e., [Q ] = [A] (see Theorem 3.4 in [23]).
If the technologic condition does not change, then how much Total Output should be produced in next period?
For Q ◦ = A◦ , we have [Q ] − [A] ⇒ {O } from Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 in [23]. Then from Eq. (3.4), we have [X(2)] =
[Q ]−1[X(1)] − [Q ]−1[Y˜ (1)] = [Q ]−1{[X(1)] − [Y˜ (1)]}, where [X(2)] is the vector-covered set of grey Total Output in next
period. In order to get [X(2)], we should obtain [Q ]−1.
The following steps are to calculate [Q ]−1.
Step 1: Choosing a whitened matrix Q˜ = (a2i j)n×n in [Q ], we obtain
Q˜ −1 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
8.0952 30.9096 218.3284 13.3581 −207.2135 −26.0068
−1.4684 −52.6796 −370.4115 −27.5161 353.9798 45.0191
1.3187 8.9498 116.5092 11.4793 −53.2876 −21.8489
−3.3533 58.9341 265.5891 17.6920 −383.9175 −27.7062
−0.4872 −2.0382 −35.5815 11.6926 11.3327 0.6801
−0.0382 −7.4935 17.4145 −13.4156 47.3838 11.3348
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
and get [B] = Q˜ − [Q ] below:
[B] =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
[0,0.0001] [0,0.0002] [0,0.0001] [0,0.0000] [0,0.0001] [0,0.0002]
[0,0.0001] [0,0.0001] [0,0.0001] [0,0.0001] [0,0.0001] [0,0.0001]
[0,0.0001] [0,0.0001] [0,0.0002] [0,0.0002] [0,0.0000] [0,0.0001]
[0,0.0001] [0,0.0000] [0,0.0002] [0,0.0001] [0,0.0002] [0,0.0001]
[0,0.0002] [0,0.0001] [0,0.0000] [0,0.0000] [0,0.0002] [0,0.0001]
[0,0.0001] [0,0.0001] [0,0.0002] [0,0.0001] [0,0.0001] [0,0.0001]
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
Step 2: After calculating ‖Q˜ −1‖col = 1057.1 and β = ‖B¯‖col = 0.0008, we have α = 0.8457 < 1. Please note that we can
also select the row-sum norm of Q˜ −1;
Step 3: For the given accuracy ε = 0.0001, calculate K0 = int(23.5592) + 1 = 25 by using Eq. (3.10);
Step 4: After calculating the matrix-covered sets [B]Q˜ −1 (see Table 2) and I + [B]Q˜ −1 + {[B]Q˜ −1}2 + · · · + {[B]Q˜ −1}25,
we obtain [Q ]−1 by using Eq. (3.8) (see Table 3);
Step 5: From [X(2)] = [Q ]−1{[X(1)] − [Y˜ (1)]}, we get
[
X(2)
]= ([−332080,339520], [−524900,607440], [−149590,152350], [−477860,486580],
[−36360,50180], [−49620,64250])T .
Because Total Output must be larger than Final Net Output, we have the relatively superior vector-covered set of grey
Total Output below:[
X(2)
]= ([4950,339520], [9800,607440], [4990,152350], [700,486580], [2200,50180], [4500,64250])T .
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The matrix-covered sets [A] = [Q ].
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 [0.1395,0.1396] [0.0804,0.0806] [0.0035,0.0036] [0.0001,0.0001] [0.0326,0.0327] [0.0052,0.0054]
2 [0.1570,0.1571] [0.5046,0.5047] [0.5642,0.5643] [0.3420,0.3421] [0.2410,0.2411] [0.2653,0.2654]
3 [0.0001,0.0002] [0.0004,0.0005] [0.0067,0.0069] [0.0013,0.0015] [0.0090,0.0090] [0.0148,0.0149]
4 [0.0112,0.0113] [0.0178,0.0178] [0.0296,0.0298] [0.0145,0.0146] [0.1108,0.1110] [0.0416,0.0417]
5 [0.0214,0.0216] [0.0749,0.0750] [0.0917,0.0917] [0.0490,0.0490] [0.0400,0.0402] [0.0457,0.0458]
6 [0.0270,0.0271] [0.0406,0.0407] [0.0142,0.0144] [0.0362,0.0363] [0.1089,0.1090] [0.0986,0.0987]
Table 2
The matrix-covered set [B]Q˜ −1.
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 [−0.0004,0.0009] [−0.0122,0.0040] [−0.0776,0.0370] [−0.0082,0.0037] [−0.0261,0.0814] [−0.0048,0.0113]
2 [−0.0005,0.0009] [−0.0062,0.0099] [−0.0406,0.0618] [−0.0041,0.0054] [−0.0644,0.0413] [−0.0076,0.0057]
3 [−0.0008,0.0011] [−0.0060,0.0167] [−0.0370,0.1000] [−0.0041,0.0072] [−0.1082,0.0401] [−0.0125,0.0056]
4 [−0.0004,0.0011] [−0.0012,0.0108] [−0.0071,0.0743] [−0.0013,0.0077] [−0.0698,0.0070] [−0.0097,0.0013]
5 [−0.0002,0.0016] [−0.0064,0.0062] [−0.0442,0.0454] [−0.0041,0.0050] [−0.0414,0.0424] [−0.0052,0.0058]
6 [−0.0005,0.0011] [−0.0062,0.0108] [−0.0406,0.0743] [−0.0041,0.0066] [−0.0698,0.0413] [−0.0097,0.0057]
Table 3
The matrix-covered set [Q ]−1.
1 2 3 4 5 6
[7.4016,8.5506] [26.8408,37.6792] [191.1611,260.8395] [10.4965,16.7787] [−251.3629,−180.2057] [−31.4102,−22.4205]
[−2.2343,−0.2896] [−64.1875,−45.9136] [−442.5634,−325.1654] [−33.3224,−22.7441] [309.0706,429.0288] [39.0591,54.1921]
[1.0449,1.5378] [7.2042,12.1247] [105.0386,136.2312] [10.2791,13.0423] [−73.9687,−41.7315] [−24.3546,−20.2897]
[−4.4427,−2.7326] [52.9849,68.4412] [225.3254,325.6741] [13.4439,22.6102] [−445.9861,−344.3946] [−35.3610,−22.5080]
[−0.5504,−0.4085] [−2.8976,−1.4811] [−40.8671,−31.9312] [11.2782,12.0777] [7.6548,16.9197] [0.1815,1.3512]
[−0.1116,0.0987] [−8.3602,−6.5435] [11.6910,23.7017] [−13.9673,−12.8310] [41.1505,53.0794] [10.5528,12.0956]
The result shows that the true vector of Total Output in next period must be in [X(2)]. For example, X1(2) ∈
[4950,339520]. It means that Total Output of agriculture should be larger than 4950 and less than 339520 million RMB.
Otherwise, the economy may lose its balance badly.
Notice that the result [X(2)] is too rough for the following reasons:
(1) The matrix-covered set [Q ] of Q (⊗) is ﬁctitious. It may be not existence in reality;
(2) The condition number of the whitened matrix Q˜ is
Cond(Q˜ ) = ‖Q˜ ‖col ×
∥∥(Q˜ )−1∥∥col = 1057.1049× 0.7193 .= 760.
It is too large. The large condition number is the main reason of the rough result.
The modiﬁed case demonstrates the computational process of the matrix/vector-covered sets of inverse grey matrix
and grey Total Output. Furthermore, it also shows the importance when the statistic datum are expressed by intervals.
The interval can give more information for decision-makers under the uncertain situation. The proposed method is more
prominent when the condition number of Q is large in reality.
5. Conclusion
Dynamic input–output analysis has been a successful tool for managing an economy during sustainable development. In
the past, all of statistical data were considered accurate. As for situations involving uncertainty(-ies), it becomes impossible
to collect reliable and accurate data. Also, as good and as reliable as data collectors can be, all statistical data have to be
understandingly seen as inaccurate and contain uncertainties. So we introduce grey dynamic input–output analysis. Along
with our theoretical development, we also established all the necessary formulas for the computation of matrix-covered
sets of inverse grey matrices, and the range of Total Output can be obtained with relative ease. Our method is expected,
as shown by our case study, to improve the ability to study an economic system under the uncertain situation. On the
other hand, our results may play an positive role to develop a new branch of mathematics, i.e., grey mathematics. It can be
applied in an extensive ﬁelds such as management science, economics, complex networks, and so on.
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